Winners, Special Mention recipients, and Exceptional Recognition recipients of the 2022 fib Awards for Outstanding Structures, from left to right:

- Rever Holdings Ryogoku (Japan), Buildings Winner
- Helsinki Olympic Stadium (Finland), Buildings Winner
- Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy Bridge over the River Barrow (Ireland/Spain), Civil engineering Winner
- The Bridge Over the Rowing Course on D4 Motorway in Bratislava, Slovakia (Slovakia), Civil engineering Special Mention
- New Coastal Road viaduct on Reunion Island (France), Civil engineering Special Mention (photo credit: © Sébasten Marchal)
- FHNW-CAMPUS (Switzerland), Buildings Special Mention (photo credit: © Martin Stollenwerk)
- Chau Chak Wing Museum (Australia), Buildings Special Mention
- BT Headquarters (Romania), Buildings Special Mention
- CarboLight Bridge (Germany), Civil engineering Exceptional Recognition
- Bessodani Bridge (Japan), Civil engineering Exceptional Recognition
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